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Abstract—We present Duo-MAC, an asynchronous cascading
wake-up scheduled MAC protocol for heterogeneous traffic forwarding in low-power wireless networks. Duo-MAC deals with
energy-delay minimization problem and copes with transmission
latency encountered by Today’s duty-cycled protocols when
forwarding heterogeneous traffic types. It switches, according
to the energy and delay requirements, between Low Duty cycle
(LDC) and High Duty Cycle (HDC) operating modes, and it
quietly adjusts the wake-up schedule of a node according to (i)
its parent’s wake-up time and (ii) its estimated load, using an
effective real-time signal processing linear traffic estimator. As a
second contribution, Duo-MAC, proposes a service differentiation
through an improved contention window adaptation algorithm
to meet delay requirements of heterogeneous traffic classes. DuoMAC’s efficiency stems from balancing between the two traffic
award operation modes. Implementation and experimentation of
Duo-MAC on a MicaZ mote platform reveals that the protocol outperforms other state-of-the-art MAC protocols from the
energy-delay minimization perspective.
Index Terms—Wireless Sensor Networks; MAC; Asynchronous
Protocols; Real Time; QoS; Delay;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Current wireless sensor networks (WSN) applications, ranging from health, to industrial monitoring, transportation, and
automation, [1], are complex and have several requirements. In
addition to energy constraint that was almost the only metric
for consideration in earlier applications, new constraints appear with the emerging applications, such as latency, security
and reliability. In these applications, there is a real need to
support both periodic and event-driven data forwarding, and
nodes tend to carry multiple types of traffic such as real-time
RT (e.g. detected events) and non real-time NRT (e.g. periodic
monitoring reports). However, the co-existence of such traffic
patterns makes it difficult to meet the requirements in terms
of energy and delay. Although service differentiation enables
each type of traffic to be sent according to its degree of
importance, this gain in delay is often lost because the sender
spends more time waiting to its receiver wake-up.
Given that the radio interface is likely to consume the
largest amount of a node’s battery [2], most of WSN MAC
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protocols use duty-cycling to save energy. Channel scheduling
has to deal with duty-cycling that has a direct impact on the
forwarding delay of a node. The forwarding delay problem
is targeted herein, where a novel two-state asynchronous cascading wake-up scheduled MAC protocol, called Duo-MAC,
is presented. The proposed protocol also considers energydelay minimization. In absence of real-time traffic, Duo-MAC
runs in a low duty-cycling mode and behaves as an energyefficient MAC but still low-latency following an EEF (Energy
Efficiency First) strategy. Whereas when an event is detected,
a node enters in a high duty-cycling mode and behaves as a
delay-efficient MAC to forward real-time traffic following an
DEF (Delay Efficiency First) strategy. In addition to operating
in two modes, Duo-MAC ensures quick packet forwarding by
adopting a dynamic cascading of active periods and quietly
adjusts the wake-up time of a node according to (i) its parent’s
wake-up time and (ii) its estimated load, using an effective
real-time signal processing linear traffic estimator. Finally, to
meet the dynamic traffic requirements of each class, Duo-MAC
processes each packet according to its degree of importance
by using an effective service differentiation based on hybrid
prioritization scheme, and it adapts the contention window size
of each traffic class based on an effective link quality estimator.
This captures the real-time link characteristics, reducing thus
collisions as well as the latency.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents related work. Section III introduces the proposed
protocol, and Section IV presents its implementation on MicaZ
mote platform, as well as the experimental results. Finally,
Section V draws the conclusions.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
Depending on how a sender joins its intended receiver,
duty-cycled contention-based MAC protocols can be classified
into synchronous vs. asynchronous protocols. Synchronous
contention-based MAC protocols specify and coordinate active/sleep periods by exchanging SYNC packets for synchronization. These protocols cause high contentions and collisions
by grouping communications in short periods. On the other
hand, asynchronous low-power protocols have no overhead

for synchronization, which explains their wide utilization and
implementation in many WSN operating systems, e.g., TinyOS
LPL (Low power Listening) [3]. While the synchronous protocols are heavily impacted by clock drift [4], asynchronous
protocols experience no such effects. Nonetheless, in asynchronous protocols, communicating nodes are totally decoupled, which may significantly increase the delay for the sender
to meet the receiver’s active period. The delay analysis of
asynchronous MAC protocols has been investigated in our
previews study [4] where asynchronous protocols have been
classified according to the delay-efficiency-related perspective.
We reported six different categories of asynchronous MAC
protocols; static wake-up preamble, e.g., B-MAC [11], adaptive wake-up preamble, such as WiseMAC [13], collaborative schedule setting, e.g., LL-MAC [5], collision resolution
like Sift [14], receiver-initiated such as A-MAC [15], and
anticipation-based protocols [16].
It has been shown that collaborative schedule setting protocols further improve the delay over other classes and ensure end-to-end delay decrease. Collaborative schedule setting
means that neighbor nodes collaborate to set their wakeup schedules in a cascading way. However, none of these
protocols considers traffic load of intermediate nodes when
targeting the delay, and few of them considers the wake-up
time minimization (e.g. LL-MAC). Moreover, QoS differentiation has not been integrated within these protocols. The
literature presents many QoS-aware MAC protocols for WSNs,
e.g., [9]. We refer to [6] for a review on QoS-aware MAC.
There are several mechanisms, [12], essential for providing
QoS in terms of minimum delay at MAC layer when multitraffic classes are present. First of all, the nodes need to
minimize the wake-up waiting time between a transmitter and
a receiver. Second, the node has to perform intra-traffic class
differentiation by means of intra-queue management in order
to provide traffic priority at the node level. Finally, the node
has to perform inter-node traffic class differentiation. The aim
of Duo-MAC is firstly to minimize the waiting time at MAC
layer by making the transmitter and receivers wake-up times
as closer as possible using an effective and dynamic cascading
wake-up schedule. Secondly, inter-node traffic differentiation
is achieved by adaptively adjusting the contention window
(CW) according to the link characteristics and the different
traffic classes delay requirements. And finally, a intra-queue
priority queuing is used in order to differentiate the different
classes of traffic.
III. D UO -MAC P ROTOCOL
Duo-MAC is a contention-based MAC protocol which
adapts its wake-up schedule to network traffic conditions. In
front of heterogeneous NRT and RT traffics, the protocol trades
off energy-efficiency with latency. MAC protocols like BMAC [11] are energy-efficient in the sense that nodes stay
in the sleep mode as much as possible and periodically poll
the channel for eventual incoming data packets. This polling
period determines the wake-up latency that a packet has.
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Cascading Wake-up in Duo-MAC

Scanning the channel more frequently reduces the latency at
the cost of energy.
Duo-MAC switches between two operating modes, i) a Low
Duty Cycle (LDC) state whose aim is energy-efficiency for
NRT traffic and, ii) a High Duty Cycle (HDC) state to optimize
network performance in terms of energy saving and delay
guarantee. Initially, a node is in the initialization state when
it is powered-on. After the set-up state, a node enters the
LDC state and switches periodically between active and sleep
operation. This state is designed for NRT traffic and for besteffort traffic, for which Energy-Efficiency First (EEF) strategy
is applied. On the other hand, whenever a node detects RT
packets, the node enters the HDC state and applies DelayEfficiency First (DEF) strategy, where it increases its wakeup rate and extends its duty-cycle period to meet RT traffic
requirements at the cost of more power-consumption. The end
of real-time traffic is signaled by a source node and propagated
to the forwarders, causing these intermediate nodes to return
back to LDC state.
The dynamically updated cascading wake-up feature of
Duo-MAC wakes-up nodes asynchronously and independently
from their neighbors to receive and send data packets. A
node broadcasts its next scheduled time in the vicinity so that
predecessors and new joined nodes can update their schedules.
Each operation cycle T is divided into an active and a sleep
period of durations TActive and TSleep with a duty-cycle ratio
of TActive
. The active period is divided into two intervals,
T
TRecv and TSend , (see Fig.1). Nodes content to send NRT
packets using CSMA, where each transmission includes DATA
packet and its acknowledgment ACK. Note that the length of
these intervals is not fixed but varies according to the mode of
operation and to the traffic load, which makes the duty-cycle
in our protocol adaptive and energy-delay balancing.
A. Cascading Wake-up Schedule
To eliminate the delay wasted when a transmitter remains
waiting for the receiver to wake-up, the active time of both
nodes must be close to the propagation time value, plus the
time to receive a packet. Duo-MAC is based on adaptive
self-adjusting cascading wake-up scheduling, inspired from a
control loop system using an effective signal processing linear
traffic load estimator. When a new node joins the network

it enters the initialization phase and builds the neighbor table
storing neighbors’ scheduling information. Existing nodes may
be in the initialization phase or in the periodic active and
sleep phase. A node monitors the channel and receives beacon
packets from its neighborhood. The beacon packet of a node
i contains its ID, its hop-count hi defined as the number
of hops from node i to the sink, and its wake-up offset wi
(the remaining time until its next wake-up time). Minimum
hop-count routing protocol is chosen as a basis protocol.
Choosing minimum hop-count is reasonable and is justified
by the objective in minimizing the end-to-end delay.
Let the source node be labeled N and the sink labeled 1.
Then, let S be the list of successors nodes (i.e. forwarders),
S={s∈ i’s neighbors table, hs < hi }, and P a list of predecessors, P={p∈ i’s neighbors table, hp > hi }. If s is the
selected next forwarder node of node i, then the wake-up time
wi must be shifted σ times before ws . In Duo-MAC, σ is the
necessary time to receive non-realtime (NRT) traffic from all
predecessors (Fig.1). Consequently, the more the node gets
closer to the sink, the more its corresponding σ time will
increase, as the relay node attempts to forward more traffic
compared to other nodes. The wake-up time wi of a node is
not static, but it depends on the traffic load to be handled
at the current cycle and the wake-up time of its successor,
which make the wake-up schedule adaptive to the traffic to
be handled at each node. As a result, wi can be calculated by
the following function: wi = f (σi , ws ). Note that σi (tn ) is
related to the amount of traffic load, Li (tn ), to be received
by a node from all predecessors at a given operation cycle tn ,
which may vary in time. For instance, a node needs to estimate
the upcoming traffic load for the next operation cycle so that it
can calculate its next wake-up time. Later, in subsection III-E,
a description of how a node can estimate its upcoming traffic
load will be given.
B. Low Duty Cycle Mode
In LDC mode, every cycle contains an active period, a sleep
period, and some periodic quick channel polling. While the
active period is basically used to send NRT traffic, the periodic
channel polling is used to check for possible incoming RT
traffic in the middle of the sleep period. The number of channel
polling slots must tradeoff energy with delay. A node wakes-up
exactly at its scheduled time (updated at each cycle) and sends
a RECV beacon indicating the beginning of TRecv period. A
node then is ready to receive data from its predecessor nodes.
At the end of TRecv period, a node calculates according to the
node’s NRT time traffic its next wake-up time schedule and
broadcasts it using SEND beacon. The RECV beacon signals
to predecessors a current wake-up time of a node, as depicted
in Fig.2, while the SEND beacon’s role is twofold. First, it
indicates the end of TRecv period and the beginning of TSend
period. Second, it contains information about the next wakeup time, as well as hop-count of a node, and some additional
information. Note that the two beacons are important to
calculate ∆t, which is the time difference between the current
wake-up time of a successor and the end of TRecv period. ∆t is
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a delay a node spends in idle listening waiting for its successor
or predecessor to be ready to communicate. This time must
be minimized as much as possible and can be used to adjust
a node wake-up time. An event can occur at any unpredicted
instant, causing the generation of RT traffic. If a node is in
its active time, it switches to HDC mode and RT traffic is
forwarded immediately, taking advantage of the overlapping
of the cascading wake-up. If a node is in its sleep period,
its successor would also be sleeping and RT traffic must wait
until the next active period. As a consequence, a first RT packet
of the event may suffer some delay and it may not meet its
deadline. To cope with this, we propose to use periodic quick
channel polling in the middle of the sleep period to detect
possible incoming real-time packets, as shown in Fig.2. For
instance, each node performs N channel polling before its next
wake-up time. Consequently, the channel polling of nodes in
the path are automatically set in cascading way and a worstcase delay can be reduced from, TSleep , to IChannel P olling ,
the interval between two successive channel polling, where
T
IChannel P olling = Sleep
N . Note that the bigger the value of
N is, the smaller the worst-case delay will be but at the cost
of more energy consuming and inversely.
C. High Duty Cycle Mode
A node can detect an event and generates an RT packet,
or it can receive an RT packet during its periodic channel
polling. In both cases, a node switches to HDC mode, then
it uses a succession of RTS packets as a wake-up preamble
to reach its forwarder node. If a node during one of its
channel polling receives such an RTS packet, it responds with
CTS. A channel polling period must be at least equal to the
transmission time of RTS, plus the interval time between two
RTS packets. This is to ensure the wake-up packet to be heard
(Fig.3). The data frame in Duo-MAC contains three fields:
Traffic type, Traversed Hop Number, and More bit. Once the
RT packet is received, a node goes immediately to HDC
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mode and sets its wake-up rate to fRT , following the DEF
strategy. If a node is in its LDC active period, then it can
immediately forward RT packets, using service differentiation
with priorities (as described later in Section III-F). However,
if a node is in the sleep period and receives RT packets during
its periodic channel polling, it must use RTS wake-up strobes
to join its next hop. In this case, the receiver replies with a
CTS and keeps the radio on. Then the sender transmits the
data packet upon receiving the CTS and waits for the data
acknowledgment, ACK. A sender indicates each time it sends
an RT packet that there is more RT packets to be sent using the
flag More bit. Once this field is set to 0, each node receiving
this packet knows that it is the last RT packet and hence
switches back to LDC mode.
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D. Estimating the Traffic Load
To determine the best traffic load estimator, we have performed extensive experimentations using our 20 − M icaZ
Testbed, where the traffic load flowed by the nodes has been
tracked. In this experiment, a tree topology is used and each
node except the sink is generating traffic with a frequency
of 2pkt/sec. The average loads in some nodes are depicted
in Fig. 4. From this figure, it can be noticed that the traffic
load has a linear form. For this purpose, we have decided to
choose a linear estimator because it enables us to adequately
estimate traffic in our scenario. However, other estimators that
fit other kinds of traffic estimation can be easily integrated
in our protocol. Each node in the network can estimate its
incoming traffic. At a given operation cycle tn , the node
gathers information about the received traffic, Li (tn ) at node
i. To calculate the estimated traffic for the next cycle tn+1 ,
we propose to predict the current load value of the nodes
according to M previous load values using a linear prediction
scheme. Assume that the load values Li (tn ), at times tn , with
n=1,..,M , (respectively) are known, and the load value of the
node at time tn+1 has to be predicted. The load Li (tn+1 ) of
node i at time tn+1 is calculated using the least mean square
(LMS) method: Li (tn+1 ) = atn+1 + b, where coefficients a
and b are obtained from solving the system equations of eq.(1):
( P
M
n=1 tn Li (tn ) =
PM
=
n=1 Li (tn )

PM
PM
a n=1 t2n + b n=1 tn
PM
a n=1 tn + bM

(1)

In the experiment, M has been fixed to 100, a and b have
been accordingly calculated.
E. Adjusting The Wake-up Time
As discussed in section III-A, the wake-up time wi of node
i can be calculated as a function of two parameters, wi =
f (σi , ws ), where σi (tn ) is the required time to receive the
estimated load Li (tn+1 ) traffic for node i for the next cycle
tn+1 . Suppose T Xi is the required time to transmit one packet
from an arbitrary node i including contention tcw , trts , tcts ,
tdata , tack , and 3*IFS (Inter Frame Space). Then, σ can be
calculated as follows,

σi (tn+1 ) = TRecv + T X ∗ Li (tn+1 ) + TSend

(2)

Where TRecv and TSend are the required times to transmit
the receive beacon and the send beacon respectively, including
contention times. Given the value of σi (tn+1 ), the next wakeup time, wi (tn+1 ), can be calculated as:
wi (tn+1 ) =f (σi (tn+1 ), ws (tn+1 ))
=ws (tn+1 ) − σi (tn+1 ) + ∆tn

(3)

∆t is the delay a node spends in idle listening waiting for
its successor or predecessor to be ready to communicate. It
can also be viewed as the a time between sending its TSend
beacon and receiving the TRecv beacon of its forwarder. If a
node receives TRecv before sending the TSend , then the value
of ∆t is negative. This means that a node must decrease its
wake-up time by ∆t. Whereas, if a node sends the TSend
before receiving TRecv , then the value of ∆t is positive, i.e.,
the node must increase its wake-up time by ∆t.
F. Service Differentiation and CW Adaptation
In order to provide hybrid prioritization levels, per traffic
type and per traversed hop-count, an effective service differentiation scheme that relies on contention window (CW)
size adaptation mechanism is proposed. Saxena et al., [8],
propose a CW adaptation algorithm based on loss probabilities
by defining for each traffic class, a CWtarget to be reached
in many steps. Yigitel et al., [9], propose a CW adaptation
approach that initiates the CW of each traffic class from the
max
, then it moves it up and down
medium value, cwmin +cw
2
according to PRR (Packet Reception Ratio) measurements.
We propose a CW adaptation algorithm similar to that of the
literature. However, the proposed algorithm defers from those
in [8], [9] in two main points; first, instead of using collision
rate or PRR, we propose to combine the PRR with a novel
link quality metric called link burst length, bmin and bmax
defined in [10]. With this metric, a good link is characterized
with a short bmax , which defines the maximum consecutive
packet transmission errors in a burst, and with a long bmin
which defines the minimum consecutive successful packet

transmissions between two bursts of packets. For example,
for a burst of 10 transmitted packets, [10], the sequence
0110010011 represents with a 0 at position i-th that packet
i-th has failed and a 1 at position i-th that packet i-th has
correctly arrived. In this example, bmax =2 and bmin =1 for
packet bursts of window size equal to three. Paper [10] shows
that these two parameters outperform PRR and capture better
the link quality. Second, the CW is initiated to cwmin , to go
up and down based on the estimated link quality.
PLQ (ti ) = P RR ∗

bmin
bmax

(4)

Summarizing, Duo-MAC runs the CW adaptation Algorithm
1 each N traffic samples, which constitutes a burst of length N.
For each burst the algorithm computes PRR, bmin , and bmax ,
and uses the link quality probability PLQ given by Eq.(4) as
a quality metric to accordingly move the CW.
Finally, Duo-MAC uses the same principle as introduced in [9] when setting non-overlapping CW sizes,
where CW (RT ) < CW (N RT ). The adaptation coefficient are chosen while fulfilling the following conditions.
αup (RT ) < αup (N RT ) and αdown (RT ) > αdown (N RT ).
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

Algorithm 1: CW Adaptation Algorithm
Init: cwcur = cmin
1: Calculate PLQ (ti )
2: if (PLQ (ti ) < PLQ (ti−1 ))
link quality is good so move cw down
3:
∆cw = αdown ∗ (cwmin − cwcur )
else
link quality is poor so move cw up
4:
∆cw = αup ∗ (cwmax − cwcur )
end if
5: cwcur = cwcur + ∆cw

TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS .
Parameter
Monitoring area
Deployment type
Network size
Packet size
Routing algorithm
Max. communication range
Queue weights (RT/NRT)
CWmin (RT/NRT)
CWmax (RT/NRT)
αup (RT/NRT)
αdown (RT/NRT)
Burst length N
a / b coefficients

Value
150 × 150m2
Grid
20 to 100 Nodes
28 Bytes
Min Hop Count
15m
0.7 / 0.3
4 / 12
12 / 24
0.3 / 0.7
0.7 / 0.3
16 Packets
0.9710 / 0.3735

A. Setup and Parameters
In order to evaluate the performance of Duo-MAC protocol
under different scenarios and network conditions, we have implemented the Duo-MAC protocol and have compared it with
LL-MAC [5] – the most similar solution to Duo-MAC from
the literature – as well as an energy-unconstrained CSMA-like
protocol defined in, [3], TinyOS-2.x. The evaluation is carried
out with both simulations and experimentations on MicaZ
motes. First, Avrora has been used [7]. It accurately emulates
the AVR cycle execution and the RF CC2420 physical layer
[2]. Table I sketches the simulation setup. CSMA serves as
the bound of delay efficiency, given that it causes no waiting
delay due to its full-duty-cycling. In the simulation, different
configurations are evaluated using Avrora. Evaluation has also
been performed using a Testbed in which nodes are placed on
top of walls in several offices in our campus. We remark that
communication links can have relatively high loss rates (up to
20%). In the experience, 50% of the nodes are source of CBR
traffic, 25% is NRT and the rest is RT traffic (events). A node
generates for each event 3 to 5 packets. Each experiment is
repeated multiple times and each point in the following curves
comes from the average result of all experiments.

for NRT is 30% lower than LL-MAC and 20% higher than
CSMA for relatively low packet generation frequency.

Configuration B: Here the configuration A has been
repeated, but in real environment under harsh conditions (bad
links). The experiments are repeated several times during 48
hours running for each one. Only the delay of Duo-MAC
and LL-MAC has been evaluated, and plotted in Fig. 6. The
latency of Duo-MAC and LL-MAC for NRT are very close
with a little improvement of Duo-MAC, up to 5%. This can
be explained by the fact that NRT traffic is grouped into the
same period for all nodes in a given level of a collection tree,
which may lead to more contentions and interferences. This
affects the link quality and rises the contention window (of
algorithm 1), resulting in a channel access delay. However,
Duo-MAC gives the lowest latency for RT traffic, which is
40% lower than LL-MAC. This is due to periodic channel
polling strategy that accelerates packet forwarding whenever
an event is triggered.

B. Results and Discussions
Configuration A: For this configuration, traffic generation
of RT and NRT are fixed to 1/15 Pckts/s and 1/5 Pckts/s,
respectively. The number of nodes is varied from 20 to 100,
resulting in a dense network topology of up to 15 hops. Fig.
5 shows the average latency measurement vs. the number
of nodes. It can be observed that the latency provided by
Duo-MAC for RT traffic is 50% lower than that of LL-MAC,
and 5% over the unconstrained-CSMA, and that the latency

Configuration C: In this configuration, instead of varying
the number of nodes, the packet generation of RT and NRT
traffic has been increased from 1 Pckts/s to 100 Pckts/s,
while the number of nodes has been fixed to 100. Results are
depicted in Fig. 7. Here, the latency of Duo-MAC outperforms
CSMA (with Binary Backoff) from 20% to 10% lower for
RT traffic. But it slightly exceeds CSMA for NRT, 5% to
10% higher. This can be explained by the fact that CSMA
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and Duo-MAC in LDC mode are impacted with contentions.
On the other hand, Duo-MAC gives better latency compared
to LL-MAC, up to 50% higher for RT and 30% for NRT.

Configuration D: The energy consumption of Duo-MAC,
LL-MAC, and CSMA has been evaluated. The average dutycycle of the network has also been measured and the results are
depicted in Fig. 8. The duty-cycle of Duo-MAC for RT traffic
and low node number (bellow 40) traffic is higher compared
to LL-MAC. This is because all nodes are close to the sink
and remain awake to forward events. The duty-cycle quickly
decreases with the increase of the number of nodes, since only
nodes carrying events remain awake. For NRT traffic, DuoMAC’s duty-cycle goes from 7.31% to 3.06% vs. 5.03% to
2.56% for LL-MAC. This can be explained by the dynamic
adjustment of the receive period according to the estimated
traffic load in Duo-MAC. Note that the duty-cycle of CSMA
is always 100% and has been omitted from the figures for the
purpose of not affecting the y axis scale.
V. C ONCLUSION
Duo-MAC, an asynchronous cascading wake-up medium
access control (MAC) protocol for wireless sensor networks
(WSN), has been proposed in this paper. It targets applications

Fig. 8. The average duty-cycle vs. increasing the number of nodes in the
network

with heterogeneous traffic by providing traffic differentiation
QoS. It achieves energy-time constrained data delivery, and
balances energy-efficiency with delay-minimization by adaptively switching between two states according to the dominating traffic in the network. In absence of real-time traffic,
Duo-MAC runs in a low duty-cycling mode and behaves as
an energy-efficient MAC following the EEF strategy (Energy
Efficiency First). As soon as an event occurs, the detecting
node enters in a high duty-cycling mode and behaves as a
delay-efficient MAC to forward real-time traffic following the
DEF strategy (Delay Efficiency First). The nodes waves then
the DEF strategy throughout the path towards the sink.
In addition to operating in two modes, Duo-MAC ensures
quick packet forwarding by adopting a dynamic cascading
of active periods and adjusting the nodes’ wake-up time. It
also uses an effective service differentiation based on hybrid
prioritization scheme, which enables to processes each packet
according to its degree of importance. It adapts the contention
window size of each traffic class based on an effective link
quality estimator. Duo-MAC uses polling during sleep period,
which permits to accelerate realtime traffic forwarding. The
protocol has been tested and evaluated using simulation and
experiment on real sensor motes, where it has been compared
with some state-of-the-art protocols; LL-MAC and, a fullduty-cycled CSMA serving a reference for low latency. Results
show clear reduction of the delay over LL-MAC for all types

traffic, and even some reduction over CSMA for realtime
traffic. The gain comes at the cost of a moderate additional
energy consumption vs. LL-MAC due to increasing dutycycling, but the power gain for Duo-MAC over CSMA is much
more important.
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